
Necromancer Shovelfight   version 6.4+     “Joel Says ‘Hurry Up’ And Christian Took ‘Quick Draw’ Edition” 

By Jackson Tegu 
 
What Is This? 
It’s a board game. It plays in a similar social situation to the ubiquitous and popular Story Game style of 
entertainment, but is less taxing on the imagination. It’s lightly competitive, which may be confusing for 
the story gaming convert, and there is no fiction-creation; but the game has a lot of random elements 
and character-sheet-esque index cards to lull the nascent board-gamer into a sense of security. 
 
Before You Play, Get Your Bits Together. 
You, my friend, will need one deck of normal playing cards with one joker. Many of the cards won’t be 
used, so if you don’t have a joker you can sub in another card. You’ll also need a bit of paper for each 
player (index card sized), two six sided dice that can be differentiated between (say, by color), a few 
“pens” and Arts And Crafts Project A, as described below. After this page of prep is complete, the game 
will play in about an hour. 
 
Arts And Crafts Project A 
You can either download the necromancer pieces from the website or make your own. There are up to 
six teams, so you’ll have to make that many. Each “team” consists of 1 wizard piece and 8 zombie pieces 
which are unified visually by a color or symbol. The necromancer pieces from version 5.1 only include 
four teams, so you’ll have to print doubles and do some coloring to make extra teams. Wizard pieces 
and zombie pieces must also be able to be differentiated between at a glance. 
 
Now Get Your Cards Ready 
Eventually there will be a fancy deck for this game, at which point this pdf will be an artifact. For now, 
you’ll have to make a deck to play with. It will contain one red Ace & two black Aces; the same 
combination with both 3s and 5s. Also add two red 2s & one black 2; the same combination of 4s and 6s. 
Finally, put all four Queens and a Joker into the deck. If you don’t have a Joker, sub some other card for 
it. There you go. For situations when you’ll be playing with five or six players, create a smaller deck to 
shuffle in: this smaller deck will include the remaining set of Ace-through-6, and two Jacks which will 
behave like queens, the saucy fellows. 
 
Pick Your Pile 
Look around at how many people you are going to be playing with. If there’s no one else except you, get 
on the internet and start bugging me to finish The Smoke Dream. If you only have one other person 
there with you, get on the internet and start bugging me to finish The Hydra. If there are two or three 
other people there (so, three or four total), then use the big pile. If there are four or five other people 
there (so, five or six total) shuffle the little pile back into the big pile and use that. If there are more than 
five other people there, select a few by preference and get them to make characters for Heroes 
Unlimited (which will take them a few hours), or get one of them to get on the internet and start 
bugging me to finish Witch Hunt / Red Scare. 
 
Lay Out The Board.  
Shuffle the cards! If you have three or four total players, your board will have five columns. If you have 
five or six players, your board will have seven columns. Lay the cards (which are graves) face down as in 
the illustration, staggering every odd column so that each card not on an edge is adjacent to 6 cards. 



 
 
 
 
Start Your Wizards 
Each player puts their wizard and one of their zombies together on one of the graves marked with an X. 
Starting player is chosen randomly, play will proceed to the left. Player who will go last puts one of the 
two six sided dice in front of them; this is the Worm die.  
 
Write On The Paper And Learn The Goal 
Everyone write a suitably grim name for their wizard on their index card, as that these are death wizards 
who raise up zombies but are kind of silly and frail too. Then draw five little boxes along one edge of the 
index card: these are your hit boxes. You will check these off as zombies or other wizards (or other 
perils!) hit your wizard. Your goal is to have your wizard be the last wizard with any of these boxes 
unchecked. 
 
Playing The Game, Finally 
 
Now you are ready to begin. Wake up the other players or get them to stop playing video games or 
talking to each other on their cell phones. There are three phases to a player’s turn 
1. Wizard Action 
2. Zombie Shamble 
3. Worm Die? 
 
 
Wizard Action 
On your turn, choose any two of the following three things.  
They can be in whichever order, but no repeating the same action twice. 
 
Move your wizard: roll the action die (the non-Worm die); divide the result by two, rounding up. Move 
your wizard to any adjacent grave as many times as the number you rolled. You don’t have to move the 
full amount. 
 
Dig up a grave: if you are on an un-dug grave (face down card), flip over the card your wizard is on and 
refer to both of the charts on the next page. 
 
Hit something with a shovel: if there is something on the same grave as your wizard, roll the action die. 
Any result besides a 1 or a 2 succeeds! If you hit an opponent wizard, they check off a hit box; if you hit a 
zombie, then that zombie is taken off the board. 



Then, 
Zombie Shamble. “It’s Shamblin’ Time!” 
Move each of your zombies to a grave adjacent to where it stood. If something is already there, your 
zombie must do one Hit to something of your choice on that grave (even if it’s your wizard! ...but not if 
it’s another of your zombies).You must move all of your zombies.  
 
 
Then, 
Worm Die? 
Look around in front of you. If the worm die is in front of you, roll it. Nice work. Now remove from the 
board any cards ( dug graves) that match the number rolled, stacking them off to the side. Any zombies 
on these cards are goners, any wizards on these cards take one Hit and must leap to an adjacent grave 
(of their player’s choice) as the worms eat out the ground beneath them. Now, if there are any cards 
disconnected from the board, these fall away, too. Zombies on these cards are also goners, and wizards 
on these cards take one Hit per falling grave that they jump on, including that first one, as they leap to 
solid ground.  
 
If the graveyard splits in two, one whole side will fall away. The larger side stays. If both are equally 
large, then the side with more wizards stays, if there are equal wizards on each then it’s the side with 
more zombies. If all is equal, decide randomly.  
 
 
Digging chart 1 

Card Color Effect (on your index card...) 

Red Draw the top half of a stick figure, a “Lid.” 

Black Draw the bottom half of a stick figure, some “Pants.” 

Joker Do nothing special.  

If the part of a stick figure that you’re about to draw could complete a stick figure that you’ve already 
drawn, do that instead of having two unfinished bits. 
 
If you complete a stick figure, take one of your zombie tokens from off the board and put it on the grave 
that your wizard is on, then take the worm die and put it in front of you. 
 
Digging Chart 2 

Card Number Effect 

A Move one of your opponents’ zombies onto a grave adjacent to where it stood. It does 
a Hit against something on the new grave if that grave is occupied.  

2 Move one of your zombies to a grave adjacent to where it stood, and move it again 
during your zombie shamble. It can do a Hit to something both times.  

3 Draw another Hit box onto your index card.  

4 Replace one of an opponent’s zombies with one of your own from off the board. 

5 Move one of your opponents’ wizards to a grave adjacent to where it stood. 

6 An explosion does a Hit to everything on each grave adjacent to this one. 

Q (Or Jack) Take one of your zombie tokens from off the board and put it on the grave that your 
wizard is on. If it isn’t already there, put the worm die in front of you. 

Joker Choose two graves adjacent to this one. They fall away, even if they are un-dug. 

 



Two Ways To Die 
If your wizard checks off their last Hit box, they are done for. If this happened because your wizard was 
chomped by a zombie or fell to the worms or whatever, take the wizard off the board but retain use of 
your zombies. If your wizard was whacked by a shovel, however, the wizard that did the whacking gets 
to replace your wizard and all of your zombies with their own zombies.  
 
 
Restatements & Precognitive Frequently Asked Questions  
 
When a zombie gets a Hit, it is taken off the board. When a wizard gets a Hit, that player checks off a 
box. 
 
Any number of pieces can occupy a single grave. 
 
There is no maximum number of zombies that any player may have at any given time.  
 
Even if the player who has the Worm die loses their wizard and their zombies, the Worm die still gets 
rolled. 
 
The wizards have names so that, while daughters may attempt to convince mothers to take pity on them 
and not attack their pieces on the board, mothers can handily say “i am not attacking you, my dear, i am 
attacking Dead Meat The Rotten.” *Roll*. 
 
 
Notes on Teaching The Game 
*Read the game once through before you try to teach it, for Pete’s sake. 
*Information is pretty much given here in the order the players need to receive it.  
*Only the person setting up the game needs to know anything from the first page beyond the title. 
*Use the first player’s turn as an example: give them their three choices for their Wizard Action, and 
suggest that they don’t choose to kill their own zombie. Once they’ve completed their two actions, 
explain how zombies damage things by moving onto a grave those things are occupying. 
*Don’t explain the Worm die until someone has to roll it, and then only explain how you take cards off 
the board.  
*On your second turn (unless it happens before then), explain what happens when wizards or zombies 
fall with the graves, and how huge chunks can fall off. 
* On your third turn, explain about the two ways to be killed, and watch players’ eyes light up at the 
prospect of getting all of whoever’s zombies in addition to their own. 
*You know, it’s not a bad idea to wear a red shirt and a black pair of pants as a teaching aid. Why not? 
It’s not as if you don’t have a black pair of pants. At the very least, print off a cover shot of Kraftwerk’s 
1978 masterpiece “The Man-Machine” as a visual aid. You can make a little stand for it, or prop it up 
against the rubber hand or skull candle or whatever it is you’re using as table dressing. 
 
 
 
Thank you for reading. Now go play it. 
The work was done by Jackson Tegu. 
Essential Suggestions were made by Dean Walls and Haidan, 



This new edition sports a suggestion by Joe McDonald having to do with the Worm die. 
Crucial Playtesting by Joe Turtle, Thomas, SG-1, Amelia Yankee, Muffin, Nate, Mikey, Lind-Z, Megann, 
Rowan, Gumar, Joshua James, and many others. 
Recent Cheerleaders of Note include: Nathan Hoffart, Megann Schmitt, Morgan & Alexis Fells,  
Allison McKenzie, Evan Guthrie, Jon Baker, Taylor Jackson, Bev Jackson, Joe McDonald, Kaleigh Barton, 
Joel Shempert, Jens Alfke, Colin Creitz, Rasmus K Källqvist, and Christian Frikkin’ Griffen. 
 
Some of these latter cheerleaders have not yet played the game, but they’ll be glad when they get a 
chance to. 
Note to self: when you say “writing out this game will take me half an hour”, it will actually take ten 
times that length, exactly. 
The work was done at the Rubiks Manor on THE VERY FIRST OF JANUARY 02010 PLUNGING FARTHER 
INTO MIDNIGHT AS THE CLOCKS RESET AND ALL THE STARS POINT NORTHWARD UNDER A  
SEMI-TRANSLUCENT SPECTRAL MAGNETIC MOON>>>>>> 
 
Website for support documents http://fallaway.wordpress.com/necromancer-shovelfight/ 

Email, & please include the word Shovelfight in the subject line   the.smoke.dream@gmail.com  

http://fallaway.wordpress.com/necromancer-shovelfight/

